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attention to those events which give a variance reduction greater
than 70%. Most core-sensitive modes are also sensitive to mantle
structure. Some events yield signi®cantly different rotation angles
for different mantle corrections29,30. We regard this as an indication
of serious noise contamination, and discard these events for a
particular mode. This conservative choice sometimes results in very
few events to constrain the rotation rate for individual modes; for
example, only nine events constrain the rate for mode 3S2, and the
rotation rate determined for this mode is less certain. We plot the
apparent rotation angles for several modes as a function of event date
(Fig. 3). The error bars represent the range of angles over which the
®t to the receiver strips is adequate. The best-®tting straight line is
also indicated, along with the corresponding apparent rotation rate.

For the hypothesis to be acceptable, all the modal splitting
functions should appear to be rotating at the same rate. Figure 4
summarizes our best estimate of each mode's rotation rate. Also
shown are the results of another recent mode study8 and body-wave
studies1,3. Even though some of the modes shown in Fig. 4 indicate
signi®cantly non-zero rotation rates (some indicate a slight west-
ward inner-core rotation), these rates do not agree with each other.
The mean rotation rate for all modes in our study is 0:01 6 0:218 per
year, which is obviously insigni®cantly different from zero. The
results shown are obtained using model SB10L1830 to perform the
mantle corrections, but other models give rather similar results
(0:03 6 0:218 per year for S16B3029. Recent body-wave analyses
suggest that the rotation rate may be as small as 0.2±0.38 per year in
an eastward sense. Such a rotation rate (also indicated in Fig. 4) is
marginally consistent with most modes. We can certainly rule out a
rate of 18 eastward, as well as a signi®cant westward rotation.
Perhaps complexity near the ray turning points or systematic
changes in earthquake location procedures could allow smaller
rotation rates to be compatible with the body-wave data.

We believe that a model analysis is the best way to determine
inner-core rotation. First, we are dealing with large-scale vibrations
which are insensitive to errors in event locations and to local
structure in the inner core. Second, the method is independent of
the earthquake source mechanism. Third, we do not need to worry
about how much of the splitting functions we observe are caused by
heterogeneity or anisotropyÐall we care about is whether they
change with time. Our results are marginally consistent with the
small rotation rates reported in most recent body-wave analyses,
though our best value indicates that the inner core is not rotating
at a signi®cant rate relative to the mantle. This would be in accord
with the notion that the inner core is gravitationally locked to the
mantle10. M
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We know little about how ecosystems of different complexity will
respond to global warming1±5. Microcosms permit experimental
control over species composition and rates of environmental
change. Here we show using microcosm experiments that extinc-
tion risk in warming environments depends on trophic position
but remains unaffected by biodiversity. Warmed communities
disproportionately lose top predators and herbivores, and become
increasingly dominated by autotrophs and bacterivores. Changes
in the relative distribution of organisms among trophically
de®ned functional groups lead to differences in ecosystem func-
tion beyond those expected from temperature-dependent physio-
logical rates. Diverse communities retain more species than
depauperate ones, as predicted by the insurance hypothesis,
which suggests that high biodiversity buffers against the effects
of environmental variation because tolerant species are more
likely to be found6,7. Studies of single trophic levels clearly show
that warming can affect the distribution and abundance of
species2,4,5, but complex responses generated in entire food webs
greatly complicate inferences based on single functional groups.

We used microcosms containing aquatic microbes to investigate
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how ecosystems of different complexity respond to simulated
environmental warming. Different replicated communities experi-
enced either constant or gradually increasing temperature regimes.
Communities included several trophic groups (Fig. 1), because
interactions within and among functional groups may modify
responses to environmental change1±3,8. Two different species com-
positions within both levels of species richness separated the effects
of species richness from those of species identity. The experiment
lasted seven weeks, corresponding to roughly 50±100 protist gen-
erations. Warming occurred at +2 8C per week, or about 0.1±0.2 8C
per generation. Some global climate change models predict a +2 8C
temperature increase over the next 100 years9, so our warming
treatment scales reasonably with rates of temperature change that
long-lived organisms might experience. Responses of short-lived
microorganisms also re¯ect long-term dynamics rather than tran-
sient consequences of initial conditions6,10,11.

Warmed communities lost more species (,30±40%) than com-
munities in constant environments (,18%; Fig. 2a). Diversity and
species composition did not signi®cantly affect extinction frequen-
cies. More-diverse communities were not especially fragile12,13 and
did not exhibit the cascading extinctions predicted by models of
self-organized systems14,15. Higher biodiversity provided partial
insurance against the complete loss of functional groups6,16,
basically because all communities lost a similar fraction of their
initial species richness.

Warming greatly increased herbivore and predator extinction
frequencies but had little effect on producers and bacterivores
(Fig. 2b), leaving producers and bacterivores over-represented in
warmed communities. Herbivores and predators became extinct
more frequently than producers and bacterivores in constant-
temperature communities (Fig. 2b).

Manipulations of initial diversity, species composition and envir-
onmental warming altered the biomass of several trophic groups
measured during week six (diversity 3 composition 3 warming
interaction; multivariate analysis of variation (MANOVA) P �

0:039). These patterns were consistent with cascading effects of
altered trophic structure in which decreases in consumers cause
increases in prey abundances17,18, and mirror the results of

manipulations of heterotroph diversity in comparable systems6,19.
Warming increased producer and bacterivore biomass, while
idiosyncratically affecting total biomass (Fig. 3). Warming did not
alter bacterial biomass, which was consistent with the persistence of
bacterivores in all treatments (Fig. 3). Greater total biomass in high-
diversity communities (Fig. 3) could re¯ect sampling effects of
biodiversity and/or overyielding resulting from complementary
resource use20±23.

Warming signi®cantly increased primary production (Fig. 4a),
directly through increased temperature-dependent physiological
rates and indirectly through changes in trophic structure. Higher
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primary production in less-diverse communities (Fig. 4a) was
consistent with patterns seen in other aquatic studies6,19. Altered
trophic structure (summarized by principal component axis 1,
Fig. 4b) explained deviations in observed production from values
predicted by changing temperatures. Increased dominance of
producers and bacterivores in warmed communities was correlated
with elevated production19. Increased producer dominance should
increase primary productivity, but the mechanisms linking
increased bacterivore dominance to increased primary production
are unclear. Warming affected primary production similarly in all
four community types, even though diverse communities retained
more species, perhaps because changes in trophic structure were
qualitatively similar across communities. Warming also increased
decomposition (Fig. 4c), probably through direct effects on decom-
poser physiology and indirect effects on food-web structure. Initial
food-web structure affected decomposition (Fig. 4c), as previously
found11. To the extent that processes in our microcosms mirror
processes operating in more complex natural systems, it seems likely
that warming could signi®cantly alter carbon ¯ows in aquatic
ecosystems by increasing decomposition. Although consistent
across the four communities that we studied, warming might
have different effects on food-web structure and ecosystem function
in communities with other combinations of species.

Some theories predict that biodiversity will promote ecosystem
integrity in changing climates, because high diversity ensures that
functional groups will retain at least one species able to tolerate

altered conditions6,7,16. More-diverse systems may also be less
resistant to environmental change if population dynamics are less
resilient in diverse systems12,13, and especially if the extinction
cascades predicted by models of self-organized systems occur14,15.
Our results do not indicate that greater diversity increased either
fragility or resilience; however, diverse communities apparently
contained more species able to survive in and respond to changed
conditions. Seemingly redundant species may become important
when ecosystems experience environmental stresses7.

Decreased heterotroph diversity releases top-down control of
producers and increases primary production in studies ranging in
scale from microcosms6,19 to whole lakes24. Our results agree with
other microcosm studies, despite differences in initial conditions
and details of culture procedures6,19. The greater extinction fre-
quency for species in higher trophic positions is correlated with
their larger body sizes (logistic regression, x2 � 25:8, P , 0:0001)
or lower abundances (logistic regression, x2 � 17:5, P , 0:0001).
Studies of the impact of global warming on natural systems also
point to a preponderance of extinctions high in the food web25,
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Figure 4 Impacts of warming on ecosystem properties. a, Mean primary production

(mean across replicates of within replicate time average). Diversity (ANOVA, n � 40,

P , 0:0001) and temperature regime (ANOVA, n � 40, P , 0:0001) signi®cantly

affected primary production. b, Altered trophic structure is closely related to changes in

production in warmed communities. Text at the ends of the x axis shows the meaning of

the principal component (PC) axis found from signi®cant correlation between PC scores

and the four original proportional variables. The percentage in parentheses indicates the

amount of variance explained by PC axis 1. Only PC axis 1 (parameter estimate � 8:96

2:3, P , 0:0001) and PC axis 3 (parameter estimate � 2 4:9 6 1:9, P , 0:05) are

signi®cant in the multiple regression (note that the intercept is not signi®cantly different

from zero (P � 0:51) indicating that Q10 is not signi®cantly different from 2). c, Decomposition

after ®ve weeks was higher in warming communities (ANOVA, n � 40, P , 0:05) and

was also affected by composition (ANOVA, n � 40, P , 0:001), diversity (ANOVA,

n � 40, P , 0:05) and the interaction between composition and diversity (ANOVA,

n � 40, P , 0:01).
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although the proximal mechanism for these losses remains uncer-
tain. Beyond endangering top predators, warming caused complex
changes in trophic structure that altered ecosystem processes, for
example, facilitation of primary production resulting from reduced
top-down control of producers. Comparable changes in trophic
structure and ecosystem processes could shift the carbon budget of
natural aquatic ecosystems26, producing an important feedback
between global warming and food-web structure. M

Methods
Microcosms

Microcosms were 250-ml culture bottles containing 100 ml of medium11 inoculated with
either 6±7 (low-diversity) or 13±16 (high-diversity) species of eukaryotic microorgan-
isms. Different combinations of species (Fig. 1) created two types of low-diversity
community (Low A and Low B) and two types of high-diversity community (High A and
High B). A predator was added to the Low B community but failed to establish. Additions
of bacteria (Serratia marcescens, Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus cereus in all microcosms) and
other microorganisms were lagged to ensure that consumers were not introduced until
their prey became abundant.

Directional environmental change

Half the microcosms experienced warming of +2 8C per week for the ®rst ®ve weeks of the
experiment (22±32 8C), constant temperature for the sixth week, and warming to 34 8C at
the beginning of the seventh week. The other half remained at 22 8C for the duration of the
experiment. Replicates of temperature treatments were housed in four incubators (two
constant temperature, two warming) with 16:8 h light:dark cycles to avoid pseudorepli-
cation of temperature regimes.

Community monitoring

Species presence/absence was determined weekly by microscopy. We calculated extinction
frequency as (maximum species richness 2 final species richness)/maximum species
richness, because some species grew slowly to detectable densities. No contamination
occurred. Population density of each species was estimated during week six by counting
the number of individuals in a sample and converting counts to biomass using species-
speci®c estimates of cell mass27. Bacterial density was estimated weekly from plate counts.

Primary production

A multichannel closed-circuit respirometer (Columbus Scienti®c) measured O2 ¯ux over
4 h with lights on and 4 h with lights off each week. Microcosms were housed in heated and
lit water baths during respirometry to maintain temperature treatments. Primary
production was O2 ¯ux rate �light�2 O2 ¯ux rate (dark). Expected values of primary
production based on temperature-dependent physiological rates were estimated as
Productionexpected � Productionconstant 3 Q10 3 �Temperaturewarmed 2
Temperatureconstant�=10 for each replicate during each week with Q10 � 2. Deviation of
observed from expected production under warming was the difference between observed
and expected values on a given date.

Decomposition

We estimated decomposition from the proportion change in dry mass over the ®rst ®ve
weeks of preweighed wheat seeds in individually labelled nylon mesh bags11.

Data analysis

Effects of warming, diversity and composition on extinction frequencies, primary
production and decomposition were determined with separate three-way analyses of
variance (ANOVAs). Effects of temperature regime and trophic position on extinction
frequencies were determined with a two-way ANOVA. Effects of initial diversity, species
composition and warming on the biomass of ®ve trophic groups (bacteria, producers,
bacterivores, herbivores and predators) were determined with MANOVA. The differences
between warming and constant communities in proportions of producers, bacterivores,
herbivores and predators quanti®ed the effects of warming on trophic structure, and
principal components analysis summarized variation in these four differenced proportion
variables. Multiple regression related the deviation in production to changes in trophic
structure (the ®rst three PC axes), total number of species and bacterial biomass. Separate
logistic regressions tested for relations between extinctions (binary variable) and log (body
size), and extinctions and log (abundance) because body size and abundance were tightly
correlated (r2 � 0:90).
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Encoding of information in the cortex is thought to depend on
synchronous ®ring of cortical neurons1,2. Inhibitory neurons are
known to be critical in the coordination of cortical activity3±5, but
how interaction among inhibitory cells promotes synchrony is
not well understood4,6±12. To address this issue directly, we have
recorded simultaneously from pairs of fast-spiking (FS) cells, a
type of g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-containing neocortical
interneuron13. Here we report a high occurrence of electrical
coupling among FS cells. Electrical synapses were not found
among pyramidal neurons or between FS cells and other cortical
cells. Some FS cells were interconnected by both electrical and
GABAergic synapses. We show that communication through
electrical synapses allows excitatory signalling among inhibitory
cells and promotes their synchronous spiking. These results
indicate that electrical synapses establish a network of fast-spiking
cells in the neocortex which may play a key role in coordinating
cortical activity.


